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July 7, 1975 I Issue Number 10 

THE WHITE HOUSE GAME: A Question· for· Ronald Reagan 
~ .: ;~ ;. _·_., .• ·. 

Atty. General Evelle Younger,· the ·~tate's onlyc:elected , •.. ··_ 
Republican constitutional -officer,~::said 'i.n a '~copyrighted·<interview 
with The Political Animal that he recently .discussed with: Ronald .Reagan 
the possibility .. that the .former:governor- mi_ghti;~eek ~~~~.i~e,:~~;!!l.~ential 
nomination on a ticket with Presigent Ford _.nextr:year'.a;~;(~~·~'"C<:: _\·,i_':~t~'~" · 

Younger said the subject: came up duri~g- ~ tel.ephone -<cOnversation 
with Reagan in which the attorney ;·general: <made, :it• clear.~·that ~·~:going 
to support the nomination_ of· Ford ~/·f,.:;{£,;< .. ,::· .. :;::"'1:._?f;~iV'f.L \;~:t,l~t~{';:M· :.>. ';.'·~~f-:k.··•· 

"I hope you'll consider :vice pres'ident,·• Yo~,·told::1leagan, 
adding that he considered the· £ormer <:qovernor ·_a ;:-".fine '·:11&Zl":: whil~:;:tryil,lg 
to make it clear that he was not :·aanti~Reagan~·~.}.;·~~·•:-.r.,·;ri;~~~:,;~-~~~t.f··:· ·}2Y'~~~;,·· 

Younger said that Reagan did not :respond ··tot?i;.b8·, quesaon ·about 
the vice presidency. "But," said Younger, "it would ·.be :a· happy:1'1i01ution 
to the problem." Whether EJY was reflecting Ford's;::view:was. 1~;-than clea:t' 

The attorney general, slated .for a lDajor}role:~J:in 'Fofd,~s 
California campaign, reiterated portions of a' remark ,h~f:made s1averal 
weeks ago in, San Diego regarding alleged inactivity on .":the part.Z.:,:of . 
Vice President Rockefeller. "I don:'t.seeRockefellerdoinq-anyth,iug," 
he Said in reference to political ll"OVeS associated'With\neXt<cyecU;.'-

(Younger flatly denied a·published reptirt·in'Los'Anqeles· 
magazine that he has any interest ;in ,·running for._,;the GOP . .11Cml1nation 
for the U.S. Senate again~t John V ~· Tunney next~·year.) .\>> · · · 

Questions about the Republican vice presidential nominee are, 
oddly, taking on increasing significance with the nominating convention 
still 13 months away. And Reaqan's interest in seeking the No. ·2 post. 

The reason is fairly clear: President Ford is beginning to 
pull away rather dramatically from Reagan in the-popularity polls among· 
Republican and independent voters. Ford's selection of Army Secretary 1 
Howard (Bo) Callaway, a Southern conservative, to be his. national campaign 
manager, stunned the Reagan camp. 

The failure of Republicans supporting Reagan to pursue a tough, 
showdown battle with supporters of President Ford, particularly GOP State 
Chairman Paul Haerle, at a meeting of the party's executive committee last 
week in Burl~ngame is regarded by analysts as very significant. 

Further, efforts by Mike Montgomery of South Pasadena, the 
party's vice chairman and an ardent Reagan backer, to encourage the 
formation of a nationwide "Friends of Reagan" organization within the 
next 30 days - something for the state's pro-Reagan grass roots volunteer 
groups to hang their hopes on - do not appear to be meeting with approval 
from the former governor's command bunker in Westwood. At least not yet. 

Meanwhile, major defections, like oil king Henry Salvatori, a 
key Reagan kitchen cabinet member, to Ford have started.Reagan 1s summer 
agenda is mostly at his Santa Barbara ranch or Pacific Palisades hacienda. 
Not exactly whistle stop stuff. But, unlike 1968, RR might say "Si"to Veep. 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING ... WHO'S AHEAD ... IN POLITICS TODAY 

1750 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. • Room 1312 • Washington, D.C. 20006 • 202-298-7850 

To: Our Subscribers 

From: Evans-Novak 

May 19, 1976 - No. 258 

Michigan and Maryland 
Primaries Special Report 

President Ger.ald R. Ford's Michigan landslide and impressive Maryland win 
in the short run stop former California Gov. Ronald Reagan's momentum and Ford 
defeatism -- and in the long run guarantee no worse for the President than a 
hard fight at the convention in Kansas City. Mr. Ford has averted the knockout 
blow that would have resulted from a loss in his home state of Michigan and the 
probable attrition of uncommitted delegates that would have followed from a 
close win here. 

Nevertheless, it is premature to say that President Ford has solved all 
his problems. His victories in Michigan and Maryland sten®ed more from special 
circumstances rather than some magic new Presidential formula. What he did 
yesterday cannot be duplicated in California, where a Reagan win would 
guarantee a tough convention struggle. 

JOn the Dc~ocratic side, former Georgia Gov. Jimmy Carter remains the odds
on favorite to capture the Presidential nomination, although his second straight 
Tuesday of unimpressive showings indicates deep, perhaps growing misgivings 
about him amongprdinary voters. His advantages are: 1) The lack of a truly 

. viable active opponent, and 2) The weight of numbers as he continues delegate 
accumulation. Prospects of stopping Carter have perhaps declined from 1-in-15 
to ~-in-8, but it remains a long shot, even though the forces of Sen. Hubert H. 
Humphrey are stirring about again. 

GOP 

Michigan: In this non-Party state, Mr. Ford's margin of victory was given 
landslid~'proportions by Democrats crossing over to save their home state 
President. Jerry Jord had backing from local worthies, such as Gov. William 
Milliken and Sen. Robert Griffin, with an intensity certainly not experienced 
elsewhere. These factors rather than Ford's new Presidential style are the 
principal reasons for success. 

Despite a late media buy, the RR effort here was modest (a total of 25 
hours campaigning and very little organization). Some Reagan insiders feel 
that the high con®and had erred in not sending Reagan in ·for late campaigning 
Monday (though this would have cut into RR's weekend rest). But perhaps the 
extent of the margin justified a feeling by Reagan Campaign Manager John Sears 
that RR should not be seen trying too hard since that would expand the impact 
of Ford's win. 

Maryland: Reagan had hoped for a close contest here, but Mr. Ford's win 
was no surprise (and, in fact, May 18th had been forecast in this Report as a 
good day for the President for some time). With neither candidate appearing 
and neither spending lots of money on media, the Regular Republican organiza
tion - inadequate though it is - was enough to best no Reagan organization at 
all. The real RR potential here was from the George Wallace voters on the 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

DATE May 25, 1976 

TO: Ronald H. Nessen 

FROM; WAYNE H. VALIS 

Fol" youl" information x 

Per our convel"l&tloll -----
Otbel'& I think this is a very 

interesting summary of Reagan's point 
of view .. of the current situation on the 
Republican side. I believe in many 
ways it's an accurate previ~~-~<i{;:;~-

struggle to come. -.:' . <:;\ 
~-

, ... / 
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( THE 
RIGHT 

REPORT 
A NEWSLETTER THAT TELLS YOU WHAT IS HAPPENING ON THE ~~ER~N RIGHT 

Copyright© 197.6.Hi~hard A: Vi~~rie Co., Inc. 

: ' ~;,'t 

Dear Subscriber: 
... -! 

':.. / 

CLOSE REAGAN/FORD RACE MEANS BITIER FIGHT FOR DELEGATES. Last week Rea~j'<i'n·"campaign 
manager John Sears pried loose for Reagan 15 previously, uncommitted New York delegates 
to the GOP national convention. At the same time, Gerald Ford was talking by phone to 
West Virginia GOP governor Arch Moore, trying to sew up the majority of that state's 
"uncorrmitted" 28 delegates. · 

Neither GOP candidate has been able to score a knockout blow. Ford's wins in Michigan 
(65%-34%) and in Maryland (58%-42%) this week merely kept his campaign from collapsing, 
just as Reagan's March 23 win in North Carolina barely kept him in the ring at that 
time. 

~le think there will be very few surprises in the remaining three lfleeks of primaries. 
Reagan will probably increase his already impressive lead (to over 100 delegates) 
among committed delegates; Ford will retain his current substantial lead (over 100 
delegates) among the officially uncommitted delegates. 

The day before the Michigan and Maryland primaries, Human Events published a complete 
(and,' we believe, basically realistic) state-by-state estimate of how the GOP conven
tion first ballot will go: Ford 1103; Reagan 1156; needed to win, 1130. Since Ford 
won 98 delegates in Michigan and Maryland rather than the 86 delegates Human Events 
predicted, their revised tally would show Reagan leading by only 29 on the first bal
lot - - too narrow a margin to be meaningful at this time. 

The analysts are now split in their predictions. Commentators Evans and Novak sa·id 
(May 12) they think for the first time Reagan is a slight favorite for the nomination. 
Rival corrmentator Kevin Phillips said (May 14) a Reagan first ballot victory is 11 now 
plausible. 11 On the other hand, conservative columnist James J. Kilpatrick was sitnul
taneously predicting a first ballot victory for Gerald Ford. 

We think the winner will be determined by campaign skills at political infighting. 

John Sears' reputation as a shrewd vote counter and experienced delegate hunter is 
about to be put to a severe test. The Ford campaign has no staffer who can match 
Sears' experience in these areas unless, as has been very reliably rumored, F. Clifton 
White will join the Ford team full time to counter Sears. Until now White has been 

,. helping the Ford effort in the northeast among uncommitted delegates. 
\._ 

Both GOP presidential campaigns have been embarrassed by firings, resignations, inter
nal feuds, financial problem> and a lack of administrative skills. Their battle, we 
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THE FORD ADMINISTRATION 

As the GOP nomination struggle moves on to the convention states, 
Gerald Ford has a definite delegate lead, ~_?sed in part on Ronald Reagan's 
worse-than-expected delegate showings in Rhode Island (June 1), Ohio and New 
Jersey (June 8). In these three states, RR won some 20-30 delegates fewer than 
his strategists had hoped for. This shortfall may well have been fatal, because 
even pro-Reagan calculations gave him virtually no margin for error. Close Ford 
adviser Melvin Laird's delegate projection now bas Ford winning on the first 
ballot-- Laird told reporters a few days ago "that it's all over ••• we definite
ly go over the top with the uncommitted." Admittedly, hi.s math is hardly un
biased, but Laird's basic analysis seems correct, at least barring some sudden 
new development (seep. 2). 

Meanwhile, another factor is coming into play. Republicans of most 
every persuasion now see Jimmy Carter as the strong November favorite, and this 
gives rise to some interesting cynical strategic considerations: 

1) If the GOP is going to lose anyway, one side says, it might as 
well be done in style with Reagan. In other words, let the right wing have the 
nomination, and then they'll have to bear the post-election burden of explaining 
how and why RR wound up with a 40-44% vote. A few optimistic rightwingers use a 
slightly different variation ••• if it looks like neither Ford nor Reagan can win, 
then give RR a chance to pull it out through charisma and television ability. 
Weighing against this strategy, though, is the fact that a) many conservatives 
privately feel that it might be wise to have Ford rather than Reagan embarrassed; 

"and b) Northern GOP moderates realize they would pay too heavy a price in state 
and local contests for shifting the onus of C"..xpected defeat onto the backs of 
party rightwingers. 

2) On the other side, some New Majority conservatives feel the 
ultimate future pivots on the convention nominating Ford for probable November 
defeat after splitting the party and alienating Reaganite conservatives, thereby 
paving the way for post-election erosion of the GOP and conservative emphasis on 
organizing a new movement, party or whatever. But for different reasons, this 
"nominate-Ford" alternative coincides with moderate GOP interests. First, Ford 
would be the least damaging to Northern GOP state and local candidates. Also, 
there is an outside chance that Ford could beat Carter with a "Northern Strat
egy" whereas Reagan's Southern Strategy has no chance against a George Wallace
backed Carter ticket. As we have been saying for some time, keep a close eye on 

·the Eugene McCarthy factor. In the last few days, McCarthy aides have been try
ing to track down reports of a rumored private national candidate poll showing 
McCarthy drawing 10% in a three-way heat with Carter and Ford. We doubt this --
10% seems too high -- but the McCarthy factor could play a major role in giving 
Ford (but clearly not Reagan) a chance to win a number of Northern states where 
Democratic liberals are strong and Carter was weak in recent primaries (see p.3), 
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JULY 16, 1976 • Vol. S, No. 14 

Dear Reader: 

GROWING POLL DATA SHOW REAGAN STRONGER THAN FORD IN CARTER RACE. In our July 2 
issue we discussed evidence of how 11desired outcomes 11 can determine the results of 
supposedly objective public opinion polls. With good reason, most conservatives 
seem to distrust pollsters. 

Many candidates, however, prudently hire professional pollsters to conduct 
voter opinion surveys. 

A 1 ittle bit of background on these pollsters. A small, highly competitive 
industry of campaign polling has flourished in recent years. For about $5,000 to 
$8,000, these firms will tell a candidate what the public views as his weak and 
strong points, what are the strengths and weaknesses of his opponents, what voters 
think are the most important issues, who is ahead in his race, etc. 

Because these private polls can be politically explosive, candidates usually 
guard their poll results more closely than any other element of their campaign. 
But some candidates do show their polls to political action committees from whom 
they seek help. And when a poll finally proves either right or wrong, candidates 
accordingly brag or complain to friends and supporters about the poll's accuracy. 
That's how the reputations of campaign pollsters are built or damaged. 

Now to Reagan-Ford-Carter. From candidates, political action committees, and 
two of the most highly regarded polling firms themselves, we hear some poll results 
which are staggering news to Republicans. Regardless of region, Ronald Reagan 
runs better in these polls against Jimmy Carter than does Gerald Ford. Generally 
though, both GOP candidates now trail Carter badlY. 

The following examples are from polls taken on behalf of candidates forth~ 
House and U.S. Senate: 

1. In Oklahoma's 1st district, Jimmy Carter wallops Gerald Ford, 55% to.29%, 
a margin for Carter of 26%. Reagan also trails Carter, but only by 51% 
to 37%, a margin of 14% for Carter. Thus Reagan picks up 12% over Ford 
in this J~ne poll by DirAction. 

2. In Oklahoma's 5th district, a mid-June survey shows Carter beating Ford 
54% to 32%, a margin of 22%. But Carter leads Reagan by only ~8% to 37%, 
a margin of 11%. In this DirAction poll Reagan cuts Ford's deficit in 
half. 

3. Another June poll by DirAction in New York's 2nd district {which Nixon 
carried in 1972 with 72%) shows Carter 40.2% and Ford 32.8%. Yet in this 
district Rengan actually be~ts Carter, 40% to 37.5%! 

rel iminary reports fr·om a DirAction stat~wlde poll now in progr~ss in 
tana show Ford 22% and Carter 45%, but Reagan 31% and Carter 42%. 

Thus Reagan is ru.ming 12% better than Ford. 
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August 10, 1976 - No~ 265 
To: Our Subscribers 

From: Evans-Novak 

On the eve of the Republican National Convention, the odds on the probable 
nomination of President Gerald R. Ford have lengthened to 10-to-1, despite the 
unprecedented delegate struggle between Mr. Ford and ex-California Gov. Ronald 
Reagan. The major remaining question concerns the ploy engineered by Reagan 
Campaign Director John Sears to force Ford to name his Vice-Presidential running 
mate before the convention takes up the nomination of Presidential candidates. 
It seems a remote possibility in a Ford-dominated convention, but not altogether 
impossible. 

The jury on Pennsylvania Sen. Richard Schweiker, Reagan's Vice-Presidential 
selection, out at the time of our last Report, is now in with a guilty verdict. 
Although the losses of conservative Reagan delegates in the South were not as 
heavy as first seemed likely, neither were the gains in the Northeast delegates 
anywhere as big as Reagan and Sears had hoped. Our present delegate count: 
Ford-1121; Reagan-1055; Uncommitted-83. 

The most remarkable aspect of all this is the inability of President Ford 
to pin down the nomination - another sign of his inability to dominate the GOP. 
The real surprise at this stage is not that Ronald Reagan is now such a long 
shot, but that he is still in the contest at all. 

Ex-Treasury Sec. John Connally has faded in the last two weeks as Mr. Ford's 
leading Vice-Presidential choice. We now feel that the most likely prospect is 
Tennessee Sen. Howard Baker, who excites no one but doesn't upset anyone either. 
The other most-mentioned possibilities are Treasury Sec. William Simon and Iowa 
Gov. Robert Ray. 

GOP 

Delegate Chase: Our delegate count, compared with two weeks ago, shows 
minus-3 delegates for Ford, minus-23 delegates for Reagan, and plus-26 Uncommit
ted. This essentially reflects a reassessment of Ford's strength and the loss 
of Reagan-leaning delegates in Mississippi, where RR no longer can count on 
most of the delegation. The present count is very bad news for RR: 79 delegates 
behind with only 83 uncommitted. 

The chase has essentially boiled down to four states - Mississippi, plus 
New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania in the Northeast (where we accompanied · 
RR on his swing there with Schweiker last week). 

Mississippi: With the delegation badly divided and bitterness prevailing 
after Reagan's naming of Schweiker, we believe that the informal unit rule, 
which once promised to give one or the other candidate a full 30 votes, will be 
abandoned and that one or the other candidate will win an edge of 17-13 or 16-14. 
This immeasurably reduces the state's importance and means that far too much 
time has been devoted to Mississippi. 

When we visited there with RR and Schweiker last week, the balance was 




